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FROM December 10. The plain of

Is covered with snow. It
has been freezing. ,and on the dry and
hardened earth, the snow, insensible to
the pale efforts of a. feeble and ray-le- ss

sun. does not melt. The crackling
of shrapnel breaks the monotony, the
smoke lingering in little clouds,
opaque In the heavy atmosphere of the

now.
Indescribable Is the dreary sadness of

this overhanging sky, so black and hos-

tile. Some fires are rising from the
villages that the obus are ravaging and
the cannon thunder in a continuous
fashion. We no longer take notice of
It. any more than we do of the shells
bursting near us.

At one moment we cross the camp of
some Hindus. They have constructed
for themselves some improvised huts.
Their tall and shivering silhouettes
stand out against the gray of the sky.
They have an air of surprise at the
sudden change of temperature, and in
their eyes can be read anger and a
fierce desire to be avenged somehow
at the inclemency of the elements.

Suddenly on the heavy air arises a
great crp; a convoy of German prison-
ers comes gradually into view on the
route. It is a residue of a trench thaC
our troops have Just taken possession
of, the "Boches" march bareheaded,
surrounded by foot soldiers (fantas-sius- ).

bayonets fixed. A troop of har-

assed human beings, whose dull eyes
betray long privations and cruel fa-

tigues, together with keen disenchant-ment- s

heavy cattle without verve,
crushed by pitiless discipline.

A convoy of our territorials arrives
from the opposite direction, coming
from the trenches after a sojourn there
of S3 days in the humidity of the slimy
ground. But they have that which I
know not what that something of
nervons Joyousness that always marks
the French trooper, and the contrast is
striking between the resigned anlmal-It- y

or the one and the unwearied go of
the other.

The German officers to whom we
chat are unanimous in attesting the im-

mensity of their losses. In the trench
attacks one sees the men rush out
readily to the assault four by four, arm
in arm like so many automatons com-

ing out from an Inexhaustible trapdoor.
If three or four hundred of these pas-

sive human beings must be mown down
by the mitrailleuse, they will be. but
the fifth hundred will have the chance
to seize this mitrailleuse. Nothing
whatever can give the least idea of the
quantities of men that have been left
on the banks of the Tser. The adher-

ence to this close formation of attack
has given birth to the most terrifying
hecatombs. They do not even take up

their dead, they abandon them to the
will of the river; or else they heap the
stiff bodies one on the other, making
an embankment with them for their
trenches.

The breaking out of their fury knows
no control. They are constrained at
nothing. Thev committed here the fol-

lowing act of atrocity. A few daya ago

the Germans attacking a bridge, had
put at the --head of their column some
Zonave prisoners. Before this shield of
living and fraternal flesh our soldiers
and their mitrailleuse stopped short,
ceasing their firing, when from the en-

emy's ranks came a cry uttered by a
vibrating and clarion voice, "Tires done,
N de ." At this sublime oath, the
general discharge of our troops broke
out; the ferocious and cowardly ruse
of the Germans was played out, but
the unknown hero was dead. It Is In
scorn of the most sacred laws of honor
that they Imposed upon is this horrible
necessity of firing on our comrades In

order to reach them.
At the front war Is not so sad as at

the rear. The nobility of risk, the de-

sire to vanquish, the singular beauty
that attaches to the play of weapons,
magnifies the darker aspects. Between
the Joyous dash that throws the com-

batants Into the action and the bleed-
ing trail they leave behind them, the
painful transition loses Its brutality,
the ardent sacrifice of the living and
of the dead is only continuing.

One great sorrow is irreducible; that
Is. to bring the tragedy on to our na-

tional soil and among our own people
and things. Here we feel the intoler-
able horror of a transitory alienation
of our ground and of our life. One does
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not realize altogether the "occupation,"
only at the place and hour of Its break-
ing upon its victims.

' The war is sincerely victorious only
beyond the frontiers of tty Victor. The
allies prove this today in paying their
successes by inestimable ransoms.

Our last' progress brings us near a
little village of Flanders. The Germans
occupy it; we must fire on It and we
fire, although knowing that there re-

main somewhere a few aged people and
a depot for the wounded, not to speak
of the belfry, the monuments and the
houses. Well, we are there, the batter-
ies are ready, and the appalling ques-

tions remain must we destroy this
town In attempting to crush the Ger-

mans who are iuining it? Must we risk
the heroic and costly assault that will
share the part of death and fire?

How measure the sacrifice and define
the exact value of the time and of the
ground that one can pay only at the
price of honor? (

Think of It, you who are fair, who
lament the cruel executions and are as-

tonished at the apparent delays. The
nightmare of invasion must be quickly
dissipated. But so long as we move
upon that which Is our own the fine
attack that is' the Joy of battle is min-
gled with anguish and distress.

There is on the front a flux and re-

flux of The trains of
refugees who gain a free country are
received with the pity and sympathy
that is their Just due. There are also
some who cannot or will not go away
too far from their homes that are vio-

lated, and these sad caravans loiter
about, at th caprice of the line of fire.
It is necessary to find an asylum out-
side risks and suspicions.

The brutality of the departures is
lugubrious. At D the whole town
had to be evacuated in one hour during
the night. In the confusion dramas
happen.

One woman, distracted, runs along
the column, pushing before her two
children, weeping, crying out: "Gk and
look for her. I have lost one; I tell you
that I had three; go, she is there, and
there!"

Further on. a boy of 14 years says
that at the moment when the last one
quitted the village- - there still remained
his grandparents, paralyzed, both of
them. He wanted to go and look fof
them, but we have to prevent him;
the village is inaccessible. It is be-i-ng

consumed rapidly. Happily, lately
our liberating march Is but rarely and
momentarily retarded by these iragio
halts. To forget all that we must go
quickly to the country of the enemy.

For many reasons it is hot the hour
to examine, to look into things. Nev-

er have the allies put into line troops
Of equal number to those of Our in-

vaders. They have not sufficed to
chase them at one stroke, but to crush
them magnificently on the Marne, on
the coasts of the North Sea, and to
drive them back foot by foot. It is
not by man to man that we must count
when One sees opposed the forces of
the Allies and the German armies. We
have seen that very well. We hear
of the heavy German artillery dragging
painfully along toward the River Tser,
In order to undertake again to smash
through an opening to Calais. We are
told of formidable attacks, as if we
did not know already the full value of
the German attacks by having repulsed
them.

On the line of Tpres at the sea the
German army maintains the disastrous
struggle, its Chief of Staff pursuing
suicidal tactics. The Prussian Guard,
the infantry. Wurtembourgeoise, are
pushed in columns to the field where
our artillery is mowing.

"We are weary of killing," said an
artillery Captain the other evening.
Of the numbers that have been pub-
lished, that seem exaggerated 10,000,
12,000, 15.000 gray capotes fallen in
SO hours for those who have been wit-
nesses these figures are weak.

Never has the Prussian impulse, al-

ways brutal, been so irrational. The
German cannon are spoiled by over-
use. They were employed during the
first few weeks with so much care-

lessness that they have suffered. The
bad quality of the ammunition, fever-
ishly made, is notorious. The other
day at P three shells out of 27 ex-

ploded.
At the beginning of the war the
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English artillery was not what it is at
present. Now the heavy cannon of our
allies make terrible ravages. 'As for
the excellence of the French artillery,
its cannon, and notably Its mighty No.

.75, do wonders eVery day. The work
that remains to be done is of the hard-Jes- t.

We have before us armies that
rise up in the energy of despair. But
never mirid, the spirit, of our adver-
sary is no 'longer intact. Its confi-
dence Is touched. Its elan, that relied
on its force, is broken.

Passed by censor. V. T.

THE FRONT, via Paris In
FROM last eight days the Germans
have made, from the Lys to the North
Sea, a desperate effort.

It was around this strategic position
of Tpres a new mad rush, the most
intense and infuriated of the campaign,
centered.

It was, in part, the English who ac-

complished this repulse, and they did
it with their fine' sangfroid and
habitual intrepidity. At one moment
they let the enemy advance, already
seeing victory, then they slew them at
leisure. The Germans were prodigal
with their ammunition; they sacrificed
some thousands of men. However, they
did not seriously shake our front. They
only obliged us to evacuate Dixmude.

Dixmude exists no longer except in
name. Since October 16. the date on
which the first German obus fell on
the town, the church and its turret,
the assembly-rdom- s and the belfry, the
solitary convent and its old chapel with
mingled the dust of their stones wun
the mud of the roads. They are in
ruins, vast ruins. Where us
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